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Longitudinal polarization of the top quark, averaged over the produc­
tion angle, is discussed for the top quark produced in e+e-  annihilation near 
its production threshold. It is demonstrated that Coulomb type corrections 
and rescattering corrections are important. They change considerably mea­
surable quantities and should be taken into account in phenomenological 
analysis.
PACS numbers: 13.88.- l-e , 14.65.Ha
1. In tro d u c tio n
The heaviest of all known elementary particles, the top quark, is likely 
to  give us exciting insight into the electroweak sym m etry breaking sector 
of the S tandard Model (SM), into QCD dynamics a t short distances and 
maybe even into physics beyond the SM. Precise measurements not only 
of the to ta l top quark production cross section, bu t also of the top quark 
momentum  distributions and polarizations are planned to be carried out at 
a future linear electron-positron collider. Of particular interest is the sub­
ject of top -an titop  production close to  threshold. For the large w idth of 
the top quark F t [1 ] a formalism suitable for this region, where the strong 
interaction between t  and t  due to  Coulomb-like gluons is of param ount 
im portance, was suggested by Fadin and Khoze [2]. It is based on solving 
Schrödinger equation for Green functions in a non-relativistic approxima­
tion for a Coulombic potential. The m ethods needed for the calculation of 
the to ta l cross section were first given in [1] and [3]. The differential top 
quark distributions were calculated independently in position space [4, 5]
and by solving Lippmann-Schwinger equations in momentum  space [6,7]. 
The polarization of the top quark has been considered in [8,9]. In [10,11] 
rescattering corrections (between t t  and the decay b and b quarks) to  order 
0 ( a s) were included1.
One of the interesting quantities is the top quark longitudinal polariza­
tion. It has been claimed in [15] th a t it may easily provide information on 
the mass and w idth of the top quark, independently of Coulomb type correc­
tions and of the running of the strong coupling a s. However, in this article 
we dem onstrate th a t the helicitv of the top quark significantly depends on 
Coulomb type corrections. Moreover, we show th a t some easily measurable 
quantities related to  the top net helicitv strongly depend on rescattering 
corrections and therefore it requires a more careful analysis to extract from 
them  some information on top quark param eters. Although the NNLO QCD 
corrections to  the to ta l and differential cross section (excluding rescattering 
corrections) for the top quark production in the electron-positron annihila­
tion are already known (see [16] and [17]; recent results are given in [18]), 
polarization has not yet been introduced. A m ajor problem is caused by 
the rescattering corrections since the inclusion of the interactions between 
relativistic (b quark) and non-relativistic (t quark) states is difficult within 
this formalism.
In Section 2 we investigate the top quark net helicitv when rescattering 
corrections are neglected. We show th a t large Coulomb type corrections 
affect this observable, in contradiction to the statem ents made in [15]. For 
unstable quarks, the polarization is a function of the momentum  and energy 
independently2. To compare our results to [15] we need some averaging 
procedure. We show, however, th a t differences persist in two intuitively 
acceptable approaches. Inclusion of the phenomenological potential V jk t 
(see [6 ]) with the two loop static  potential, running of the strong coupling 
constant and a Richardson-like potential for small m omenta leads to  further 
deviations from [15].
In Section 3, we note th a t the top quark average helicitv is not directly 
observable. Following [9] we derive an analogue from the leptonic distribu­
tions, taking a more suitable choice of basis vectors. We show, however, th a t 
the la tte r quantities are significantly affected by the final sta te  interactions.
Our conclusions are presented in Section 4.
The Appendix contains the formulas necessary to express the observables 
of [9] in a basis aligned with the top quark momentum.
1 For a review and references see e.g. [12-14].
2 We take the  energy w ith reference to  the nominal threshold E  = *Js — 2mt.
2. C oulom b co rrec tio n s  an d  fin ite  w id th
We sta rt from the definition of the angular average of the top quark 
polarization
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where is the m omentum distribution of the top quark and V  its po­
larization. The angular average of the longitudinal polarization is
( V l )  =  |  C± <p r , (2 )
where C±  is a well known function of the electroweak couplings of the t
quark to the photon and Z°.  In Appendix we give a derivation of Eq. (2)
using the results of [8 ] and [9]. An explicit formula for C±  is given therein, 
see Eq. (27). The function ¡¿pr =  Re Y ) originates from the interference of 
the S  and P  wave production
i - f T O i  G*( p , E )
The functions G and F  correspond to the respective waves and are found 
numerically by solving the Lippmann-Schwinger equations.
For stable and non-relativistic quarks and assuming a pure Coulomb 
potential G and F  can be found analytically [19]. Following the remarks 
in [19] and [9] we rewrite Eq. (3) as
]_ _  4cts
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Here /3 =  s / l  — Arrif/s is the on-shell top quark velocity. In this limit the 
longitudinal top polarization is given by
lim (Ph) = (P0) = ¡ C ± R e ( m ).  (5)
ri; —5-0, E s p 2 ¡ mt
In Fig. 1 we show how Eq. (1) approxim ates to  Eq. (5) as Ft decreases. 
Although the m omentum distributions are getting narrower to simulate the 
Dirac delta function, the limiting value of the polarization of Eq. (1) is 
reproduced only in the near vicinity of the peak.
Fig. 1. On the left: top quark momentum distributions do ¡dp. On the right: the 
polarization (Vl ) from the S - P  wave interference term shown for several different 
energies, compared with (Vo) (solid lines). The upper plots show the dependence 
for an artificially small width Pt -A Ft /2, the lower are for Pt -A /¿/10. The arrows 
indicate the peak of the momentum distribution. We have chosen nit =  175 GeV, 
I) = 1.43 GeV. We use the pure Coulomb potential with a s fixed at average value 
of the peak momentum a s(p = 20) =  0.15.
In [15], the Eq. (5) was used as a starting  point. The finite width was 
taken into account by changing the dispersion relation
p =  \ / m t (E  + i r t ) (6 )
which leads to the longitudinal top polarization
=1 0+£ ) {'IW) (7)
Fig. 2. Longitudinal polarization (Vl ) (solid line) taken at the peak of the mo­
mentum distribution for the pure Coulomb potential (left) and phenomenological 
potential V j k t  (right) compared with ((Vl ))s  (dashed line).
In a more complete analysis the w idth is accounted for by momentum  dis­
tributions. Therefore, a comparison with Eq. (7) requires some averaging. 
We shall consider two possibilities. In Fig. 2 we take the value of the polar­
ization at the peak of the m omentum distribution as function of the energy. 
In Fig. 3, we show the average
i t " “  v  w h r, i i ! r dP 
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for the longitudinal part of the top polarization
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Due to  the non-relativistic approxim ation employed in our calculation of the 
Green functions F  and G, ((Pl))  increases logarithmically with pmax. We 
show the results for two values of the cut-off, pmax =  §Rit and pmax =  \m t -  
The former cut-off corresponds to  more then 97 % of the to ta l cross section 
in the energy range between 15 peak and E  =  5 GeV. In the la tte r case 
about 80 % of the to ta l cross section is included. So our calculation should 
be compared with the da ta  sample for a corresponding cut-off.
For a pure Coulomb potential and positive energies the formula (7) can be 
reproduced, as shown in Fig. 2 (left) and Fig. 3 (left). However, for negative 
energies in the region of the 15 peak there are significant differences.
Fig. 3. Angular and momentum average of the longitudinal top quark polarization 
((P l)) for the pure Coulomb potential (left) and V j k t  (right) shown in comparison 
with ((Vl ))s -
A further improvement in the analysis can be obtained by including the 
phenomenological potential [6 ]. This is shown in Fig. 2 (right) and Fig. 3 
(right). This tim e the normalization of the curves is significantly different 
even in the positive energy region.
We think th a t the polarization at 15 peak is sensitive to  both, the top 
quark w idth Ft and A/-.Tv 2 /- energy difference between 15 and 2P  peak 
values. The formula (7) is not sensitive to  A/-.Tv 2 /- and hence in our opinion 
cannot be considered a very good approximation.
3. R e sc a tte r in g  co rrec tio n s
Due to the extremely short life tim e of the top quark it will never be pos­
sible to carry out any experiment directly on it. The most suitable way of de­
term ining the observables discussed here is based on the analysis of charged 
leptons from the semileptonic decay channel: e+ er  —s> t t  —> b l v b W ~ .  
The average of the charged lepton distribution is relatively easy to  settle 
theoretically as well as experimentally
/ f  d3a  \  —1 f  da(e+e^  —> blvbW ^)  .
{ n l ) ^ \ d ^ d o )  J dE ld n i  d p d n p d n l dE l {n lh  (10)
where I is the four-momentum of the charged lepton and n is a chosen unit 
four-vector. In [9] it was calculated as
4(1 + 3
In the i t  center-of-mass frame t fl = (ni i ,p)  is the top quark four-momentum 
and y = m i y / m f .  The components of V  tu rn  out to be identical with those 
of the top quark polarization originating from the S  P  wave interference in 
the e+ e-  —> i t  process. Thus we consider V  to represent the polarization.
In [9] it was also shown th a t the largest known corrections to  (nl) arise 
from the color interaction between bottom  and antitop quarks (or top and 
antibottom ). An intuitive picture is given in [10] and [11]. Corrections due 
to  this effect are called ‘rescattering corrections’, or ‘final-state corrections’, 
or ‘non-factorizable corrections’. It is known th a t they almost disappear in 
the to ta l cross sections but they modify the differential distributions ( [5,9]). 
We implement them  in our approach in the same way as we did before (see 
Appendix).
Then the longitudinal top quark polarization, the polarization perpen­
dicular to the top quark m omentum and normal to the production plane 
averaged over the angles are respectively:
(Pl ) =  ^ C i ^  +  i f c i R e W ,  (12)
( V t ) =  +  !F3 , ( 1 3 )
( IP n )  =  j C N I m ( c p ) ,  ( 1 4 )
where
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_  0 3(1 - 4 y  +  3y2) 1 -  4y +  3y2
2 8(1 + 2y + 3y2) 4(1 + 2y + 3y2) ’ 1 j
The functions $2 and ^ 3  (see [9]) are connected with the rescattering 
corrections in the t b  system and appear to  be of the same order of m agnitude. 
For nit =  175 GeV the coefficients ki are: k\  =  2.7 and ¿ 2  =  —0.19 so the 
corrections to  the longitudinal polarization are proportional to  0.9 Re ( ^ 2 ) 
and to the perpendicular polarization: 0.04 ^ 3 . Thus the perpendicular 
and the normal components of the polarization are almost unchanged by 
rescattering, bu t the helicitv of the top quark is strongly affected.
We also consider the momentum  average of the polarization
« P l »  =  Y i
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Fig. 4. Angular average of the longitudinal top polarization with rescattering (V l ) 
(solid line), compared with the S - P  wave interference term (dotted line), for several 
different energies.
In Fig. 4 we show the drastic change induced by the the final interactions 
on (Vl )- The quantity  th a t we wish to compare with [15], ((Vl )) is plotted 
in Fig. 5. Again we see a substantial change in the normalization and the 
sign with respect to  ( (Vl )) from Fig. 3.
For completeness we plot the normal and transverse components of the 
polarization in Fig. 6  and Fig. 7.
Fig. 5. Angular and momentum average of the longitudinal top polarization with 
rescattering ( (V t )) (solid line), compared with the S - P  wave interference term 
(dashed line).
Fig. 6 . Angular average of the normal (V n ) (left) and transverse (V t ) (right) top 
polarizations plotted for several energies. For (V t ), the solid line shows the result 
without rescattering corrections (which does not depend on energy). The remaining 
represent the complete result.
Fig. 7. Angular and momentum average of the normal ((Pn)) (left) and transverse 
top polarization ( ( F t ) )  (right).
4. C onclusions
We have shown th a t for negative energies relative to the threshold the 
approxim ation of [15] does not include the main characteristics of the longi­
tudinal polarization. Even if we neglect the final sta te  interactions the nega­
tive energy part is not reproduced. The phenomenological potential changes 
the normalization slightly, leading to some differences in the positive energy 
part as well. But our non-relativistic approxim ation is too crude to  seriously 
improve the predictions of [15] in this region. However, a drastic difference 
appears in a full analysis with the rescattering corrections. It should there­
fore be obvious th a t the top quark param eters cannot be retrieved from a 
fit to  Eq. (7) without the inclusion of the rescattering corrections.
Thus the average top quark longitudinal polarization may be a difficult 
quantity  for phenomenological analysis aiming at determ ination of the top 
quark couplings. The size of the rescattering corrections should be viewed as 
an argument against the longitudinal polarization as a source of top param e­
ters. An interesting observable weakly affected by the final sta te  interactions 
is the forward-backward asymmetry.
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A p p en d ix
Here we would like to  show how the results of [9] can be used to calculate 
the average top quark helicitv.
For the definition of the polarization Eq. (1), we need the differential 
cross section which is equal to
The unintegrated polarization distributions Vi, which are the longitudinal 
V l , the transverse V±  and the normal polarization V n , can be easily ob­
tained from the previously calculated polarizations in the beam  frame [9] 
by a ro tation of the basis by an angle d  (the angle between top quark and 
electron momentum) in the production plane. Then
The index e was used to indicate th a t the quantities are given in the basis 
aligned with the electron momentum. We also use
( 20 )
Afb is the forward-backward asym m etry
ApB =  Cpb 9?r- 
Then the averaged top polarization is
( 21 )
i
(22 )
- l
V t =  V t  sin ê  + V^  cos ê  
V t  = V±  cosê  — sini? 
Vn = V n ■ (23)
V\ \ (p ,E ,x )  =  C|¡(x) +  C¡¡(x) <pR(p, E)  cos# 
V e± ( p , E , x )  = C±(x)<pR(p ,E)  sinti , 
V§¡(p,E,x)  =  CNÍxMíítFDsin# .
(24)
(25)
(26)
The needed coefficients are [8 ,9]
with
QeQt +  (v l  +  4 ) v ! d 2 +  2 qeqtvevtd,
2 vea,ev fd 2 + 2 qeqtaevtd,
Aveaev ta td2 +  2qeqtaea t d ,
2(v2 +  a2)vtatd2 +  2  qeqtveatd,
1 £ _  f28)
16 sin2 COS2 #w  S — M |
The following conventions for the fermion couplings are used:
Vf =  2 I f  — 4 qf  sin2 , af  =  2 i j  .
The param eter x  can be interpreted as the effective longitudinal polarization 
of the virtual interm ediate photon or Z  boson: x  =  > where V ±
denotes the longitudinal electron/positron polarization.
In an analogous and quite straightforward way the rescattering correc­
tions can be incorporated in our approach; we only have to  shift the po­
larizations Vi ^  Vi + SVi and the forward-backward asymmetry, as given 
in [9]. The results are shown in Section 2.
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